
The BC Price tag  
fixing system. 
Pricing plants simply.
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Simply order online at www.bc-container.de

More than 20 solutions  

for all common systems:

4 Clips for BC troughs

4 Clips for container posts

4 Clips for CC shelves

4 Clips for CC Eurocontainers

Additional information and online ordering at www.bc-container.de
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The BC Price tag  
fixing system. 
Pricing plants simply.

More than 20 solutions  

for all common systems:

4 Clips for BC troughs

4 Clips for container posts

4 Clips for CC shelves

4 Clips for CC Eurocontainers

Clips for container posts

Clips for BC troughs

Accessories

Clips for CC shelves

Overview of the BC price tag fixing system:



Additional information and online ordering at www.bc-container.de

The advantages of the BC price tag fixing system (PTFS) 
at a glance:

4  Suitable for all original  
BC and CC containers

4  Economical and reusable

4  Optimum fixing, does not protrude  
outside of the container

4  Fast and simple fixing of price  
tag frames, price tag labels and  
laminated price tags

4  Allows optimum price tagging  
on container

4  Fits all common price tag frames

4  Simple handling =  
low personnel costs

4  Numerous price tagging options 
thanks to extensive clip assortment

4  Containers can be price tagged  
before transporting – saving time  
and money in retail

4  Doesn‘t get in the way or fall off
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For attaching price tag frames (upright) to BC 
troughs. For easy, reusable price tagging. *

Frame clip (upright)
for BC troughs (clip BC Z-C 1)

For attaching price tag frames (upright) to CC 
shelves. For easy, reusable price tagging. *

Frame clip (upright)
for CC shelves (clip BC Z-C 2)

For attaching price tag frames (suspended) to BC 
troughs. For easy, reusable price tagging. *

Frame clip (suspended)
for BC troughs (clip BC Z-C 30)

For attaching price tag frames (upright) to CC 
shelves. Can be fitted to both the long or the 
short face of the shelf. For easy, reusable price 
tagging. *

Frame clip (upright, universal)
for CC shelves (clip BC Z-C 5)

For attaching perforated labels (upright) to BC 
troughs. For easy, reusable price tagging. *

Label clip (upright)
for BC troughs (clip BC Z-C 10)

For attaching price tag frames (suspended) to 
CC shelves. Can be fitted to both the long or the 
short face of the shelf. For easy, reusable price 
tagging. *

Frame clip (suspended, universal)
for CC shelves (clip BC Z-C 31)

Clips for BC troughs

Clips for CC shelves



For attaching perforated labels (suspended) to  
BC troughs. For easy, reusable price tagging. *

Label clip (suspended)
for BC troughs (clip BC Z-C 32)

For attaching perforated labels (upright) to  
CC shelves. For easy, reusable price tagging. *

Label clip (upright)
for CC shelves (clip BC Z-C 11)

Frame clip for container posts
(regular) (clip BC Z-C 3)

For attaching perforated labels (upright) to CC 
shelves. Can be fitted to both the long or the 
short face of the shelf. For easy, reusable price 
tagging. *

Label clip (upright, universal)
for CC shelves (clip BC Z-C 14)

Frame clip for container posts
(side) (clip BC Z-C 4)

For attaching perforated labels (suspended) to 
CC shelves. Can be fitted to both the long or the 
short face of the shelf. For easy, reusable price 
tagging. *

Label clip (suspended, universal)
for CC shelves (clip BC Z-C 33)

Ordering is easy at: 

www.bc-container-onlineshop.de

or Tel. +49 (0) 49 65 / 898 69 0

For attaching price tag frames to all standard  
container posts. For easy, reusable price tagging. *

For attaching price tag frames to all standard 
container posts holding BC troughs. For easy, 
reusable price tagging. *

Clips for container posts



Label clip for container posts
(regular) (clip BC Z-C 12)

For attaching laminated price tags (upright) to 
CC shelves. Can be fitted to both the long or the 
short face of the shelf. For easy, reusable price 
tagging. *

Clamping jaw clip (upright, univer-
sal) for CC shelves (clip BC Z-C 16)

Label clip for container posts
(side) (clip BC Z-C 13)

For attaching laminated price tags (suspended)  
to CC shelves. Can be fitted to both the long or 
the short face of the shelf. For easy, reusable 
price tagging. *

Clamping jaw clip (suspended, univer-
sal) for CC shelves (clip BC Z-C 35)

Clamping jaw clip for container 
posts (clip BC Z-C 17)

For attaching price tags stoppers to CC shelves. The 
lower clip part (BC Z-C 51) must be combined with the 
upper frame clip part (rotating) (BC Z-C 60) or upper 
clamping jaw clip part (rotating) (BC Z-C 62). **

Lower combi-clip part
for CC shelves (clip BC Z-C 51)

 Order quantities and shipping

* The clips are supplied in bags of 50. Your order must therefore be dividable by 50.

 Orders upwards of 2,500 per type are supplied loose in boxes.

** The clips are supplied in bags of 10. Your order must therefore be dividable by 10. 

 Orders upwards of 2,500 per type are supplied loose in boxes.

For attaching perforated labels to all standard  
container posts. For easy, reusable price tagging. *

For attaching perforated labels to all standard 
container posts holding BC troughs. For easy, 
reusable price tagging. *

For attaching laminated price tags to all standard 
container posts. For easy, reusable price tagging.*



Lower combi-clip part for container 
posts (clip BC Z-C 52)

For attaching price tag frames.  
Clip (BC Z-C 60) must be combined with clip  
(BC Z-C 51) or clip (BC Z-C 52) before it can  
be used. The rotating sign allows the price tag  
to be used to stop and attract customers. **

Upper combi-frame clip part
(rotating) (clip BC Z-C 60)

Upper combi-frame clip part
(rotating) (clip BC Z-C 60)

For attaching laminated price tags.  
Clip (BC Z-C 62) must be combined with clip  
(BC Z-C 51) or clip (BC Z-C 52) before it can  
be used. The rotating sign allows the price tag  
to be used to stop and attract customers. **

Upper combi-clamping jaw clip part
(rotating) (clip BC Z-C 62)

Upper combo-clamping jaw clip 
part (rotating) (clip BC Z-C 62)

For attaching price tag stoppers to all proprietary 
container posts. The lower clip part (BC Z-C 52) 
must be combined with the upper frame clip part 
(rotating) (BC Z-C 60) or upper clamping jaw clip 
part (rotating) (BC Z-C 62). **

For attaching price tag frames. Clip (BC Z-C 60) 
must be combined with clip (BC Z-C 51) or clip 
(BC Z-C 52) before it can be used. The rotating 
sign allows the price tag to be used to stop and 
attract customers. **

For attaching laminated price tags. Clip (BC Z-C 62) 
must be combined with clip (BC Z-C 51) or clip  
(BC Z-C 52) before it can be used. The rotating  
sign allows the price tag to be used to stop and 
attract customers. **

®

Made from durable polypropylene, 6 perforations.
For directly writing on or pasting individual labels. 
The labels are supplied in bags of 100. Your 
order must therefore be dividable by 100.

Accessories
Blank label for label clips,
11 x 5 cm (BC Z-E)



Additional information and online ordering at www.bc-container.de

These clips allow simple and clear price 
tagging, also on CC Eurocontainer:

Clips for labels (Fig. A)
(clip BC Z-C 12)
 
Clips for laminated price tags (Fig. B)
(clip BC Z-C 17) 

Clips for price tag frames (Fig. C)
(clip BC Z-C 3)

They unite practically all advantages  
of the PTFS system:

4  Optimum price tagging also  
on the CC Eurocontainer

4  Optimum fixing, does not protrude  
outside of the container

4  Containers can be price tagged  
before transporting – saving time  
and money in retail

TKS Transportmittel GmbH
Hauptstraße 37 · 26903 Surwold, Germany · Tel. +49 (0) 49 65 / 898 69 0
Fax +49 (0) 49 65 / 898 69 29  · zentrale@bc-container.de · www.bc-container.de

All the advantages of the  
BC price tag fixing system,  
also for the CC Eurocontainers.

Optimum price tagging also on the CC Eurocontainer.
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